This paper aims at proposing a general framework of shared control for human-robot interaction. Human dynamics are considered in analysis of the coupled human-robot system. Motion intentions of both human and robot are taken into account in the control objective of the robot. Reinforcement learning is developed to achieve the control objective subject to unknown dynamics of human and robot. The closed-loop system performance is discussed through a rigorous proof. Simulations are conducted to demonstrate the learning capability of the proposed method and its feasibility in handling various situations. Compared to existing works, the proposed framework combines motion intentions of both human and robot in a human-robot shared control system, without the requirement of the knowledge of humans and robots dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the advent of robotics in the past several decades, the development of fully autonomous robots that fulfil operational requirements under real-world working conditions is still very challenging. The intervention of human beings is necessary in many complex tasks, especially when the working environment is unstructured and new to robots [1] . Researchers have seen the need for shared control of human and robot in extensive fields [2] , [3] , such as social applications [4] , industrial settings [5] , and space explorations [6] , among others.
In the early literature of human-robot shared control, a leader-follower model is usually adopted wherein the robot is assigned a follower's role [7] , [8] . This is mainly because most of current robots are still behind humans in the sense of intelligence. However, some researchers have recently recognized the importance of a framework beyond the conventional leader-follower model, such that human effort can be reduced and task performance improved by combining humans' and robots' advantages [9] . The initial efforts in this direction include recognition of human intention and evaluation of human performance, based on which a robot provides assistance (or, in relatively fewer cases, resistance) to the human partner whenever it is needed. In [10] , human's motion intention is predicted based on a model acquired using probabilistic learning, and an optimal control framework is developed to simultaneously penalize the tracking error of the predicted motion and the control input of robot. This method is further improved in [11] by capturing the current unexpected human behaviors through online estimation of the current process noise. In [12] , based on the objective of minimizing the human effort, an adaptation strategy is developed to switch between model-based and model-free predictions in the case of partially known tasks. Other works of intention prediction/estimation include: human's motion intention is represented by the change of the interaction force by assuming a preserved momentum [13] ; the intentional walking direction of the users of a crane robot is estimated using a Kalman filter [14] ; and the online estimation of human's motion intention is achieved based on the dynamic model of the human arm [15] . In [16] , end-point impedance of human hands is measured to identify manual welding skills, of which the results can be used as clues of robotic assistance. In these works, a robot is expected to provide assistance to a human while it does not have its own objective. In many cases, however, a robot should also have its own objective since it can perform better than a human, e.g., a robot can precisely follow a predefined trajectory while the human partner intervenes it by moving it to several points-ofinterest [17] . In this regard, we aim to develop a framework of human-robot shared control with both objectives of human and robot taken into account.
To study the human's control objective, it is essential to consider the human's dynamics which, however, are usually difficult to model. It raises such an issue that unknown human and robot dynamics will be involved in the system under study. To effectively cope with this issue, we will employ reinforcement learning in the control design. Reinforcement learning mimics the way that biological systems interact with environments [18] . It usually includes an actor that generates an action according to the environment stimuli, and a critic that evaluates the action result. Reinforcement learning has been extensively investigated in the early literature of machine learning [19] , and its relationship to optimal control, learning control [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] and adaptive control has gained recent attention of the control community [24] . Applications of reinforcement learning are found in cases when the exact system model cannot be easily obtained, such as missile systems [25] and power systems [26] , etc. In theoretical developments, many research efforts have been made on reinforcement learning control of continuous systems with completely unknown dynamics, which is still an open problem.
This paper will show a direct application of reinforcement learning, while a synchronized reinforcement learning control will be developed. Eventually, the control objective that combines both motion intentions of human and robot will be achieved in a human-robot shared control system, without the requirement of the knowledge of human's and robot's dynamics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the problem of human-robot shared control is formulated which includes the system description and the control objective. In Section III, the development of the proposed reinforcement learning control is detailed, in the presence of unknown human and robot dynamics. Simulation studies are designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, which will be discussed in Section IV. Concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Description
In this paper, we consider a general scenario where a human arm is in a physical interaction with a robot arm. There is a force/torque sensor at the interaction point on the robot arm so the interaction force (including force and torque) between the human and the robot can be measured. The robot arm accomplishes a task at its end-effector while the human arm applies an interaction force to influence the robot arm's movements. This scenario can be found in applications such as robotic welding [5] and object transporting [27] .
The kinematic relationship of the robot arm can be described as
where x(t) ∈ R n is position/orientation in the Cartesian space, q ∈ R n is coordinate in the joint space and φ(q) ∈ R n×n is assumed to be nonsingular in a finite workspace. Differentiating the above equation with respect to time leads tȯ
where J(q) ∈ R n×n is the Jacobian matrix which is also assumed to be nonsingular in a finite workspace. The dynamic model of the robot arm in the joint space is
where M (q) ∈ R n×n is the inertia matrix, C(q,q)q ∈ R n is the Coriolis and centrifugal force, G(q) ∈ R n is the gravitational torque, τ ∈ R n is the control input, and f (t) ∈ R n is the interaction force between the human and the robot in the Cartesian space.
Since the interaction happens in the Cartesian space, we substitute the kinematic constraints into the dynamic model (3) , and obtain the dynamic model of the robot arm in the Cartesian space:
The above matrices and vectors have the following properties [28] , which will be used in the control design.
The other part of the human-robot shared control system is the human arm. The following dynamic model of the human arm is employed, which is based on the hypothesis of equilibrium point control [29] :
where C H and K H are damping and stiffness matrices of the human arm, respectively, and x H is the equilibrium position planned in the human's central nervous system (CNS). Eq. (6) is a simplified model with the inertia/mass component neglected, since it has been shown in [30] that the damping and stiffness components dominate the dynamics of the human arm. Note that C H and K H are time-varying because human may modulate the damping and stiffness of his/her arm in different stages of interaction. For analysis purpose, we assume that the damping matrix C H is due to damping and Coriolis effects, so it is a function of x andẋ. Referring to the stiffness ellipse in [29] , the stiffness matrix K H is positionand velocity-dependent, so it is also a function of x andẋ. In summary, we have the following assumption: Assumption 1: C H and K H are functions of x andẋ. From the above assumption, we can obtain the following lemma, which will be used in the control design:
Lemma 1: Given any vector ξ ∈ R n , we havė
where C H1 (x, ξ), C H2 (ẋ, ξ), K H1 (x, ξ), and K H2 (ẋ, ξ) are n × n matrices with the forms in the following proof. Proof: Denote ρ =Ċ H ξ, the vector composed by elements at the i-th row of C H as C i , and the element of C H at the i-th row and j-th column as c ij . According to Assumption 1, we haveċ
Consider the i-th element of ρ, as below
From the above equation, we find that the i-th rows of C H1 (x, ξ) and C H2 (ẋ, ξ) are ∂Ci ∂x T ξ and ∂Ci ∂ẋ T ξ, respectively. Therefore, we havė
Similarly, it can be shown thaṫ
of which the details are omitted. 2
B. Control Objective
As discussed in Introduction, the control framework under development is beyond the simple leader-follower model. In particular, we consider that both human and robot have their own objectives which may be coherent or conflicting. The overall control objective should be a trade-off of the two individual objectives. We describe it by introducing the following long-term discounted cost functional [31] :
where ψ is a time constant for discounting the future cost. r(x(t), u(t)) is the instant cost which is defined as
are the weights of position tracking, velocity regulation, and force regulation, respectively, and R ∈ R n×n > 0 is the weight of the control input of the robot arm. Remark 1: The last term of the instant cost r penalizes the control input of the robot arm. The first two terms penalize the error between the actual position (velocity) and the desired position (zero velocity) of the robot arm. Similarly, there should be a term to penalize the error between the actual position and the desired position of the human arm, i.e., (x − x H ). However, x H is unmeasurable, so it is replaced by the interaction force f . The rationale of the replacement can be understood from the dynamic model (6) , which indicates that f is a measure of conflict between human intention and the actual position. By selecting different combinations of Q 1 and Q 3 , we have different penalization of the robot's and human's objectives. For example, Q 1 = 0 and Q 3 = 0 indicate complete compliance to the human which corresponds to the traditional leader-follower framework. Q 1 = 0 and Q 3 = 0 indicate that the robot aims to track the desired trajectory and takes the interaction force as a disturbance, which corresponds to position control.
C. State-space Form
Since there are two parts, i.e., human and robot, in the system under study, we describe their dynamics in a unified form in this section. In particular, taking the derivative of the human dynamics (6) with respect to time leads tȯ
Rearranging Eq. (14) and considering Eq. (6) and Assumption 1, we havė
In the above equation, Lemma 1 is used where ξ is replaced by x − x H andẋ. By omitting the arguments of K H1 , K H2 , C H1 and C H2 , the above equation is rewritten aṡ
Rearranging Eq. (4), we havë
Choose three states z 1 = x, z 2 =ẋ, and z 3 = f to form
Considering Eqs. (16) and (17), the system dynamics can be described aṡ
where
0 n and I n denote n×n zero and identity matrices, respectively.
, and Assumption 1, the argument of A, B, and D is z. Besides, it is trivial to prove that L −1 always exists by examining its eigenvalues.
In the following, we need further mathematical manipulation of the system model for the later control design. In particular, from Eq. (12) we see that the tracking error x − x d is in the cost functional, but it is not included in the state z. Therefore, this trajectory tracking problem needs to be transformed to a regulation problem for the employment of reinforcement learning. To this end, the desired trajectory of the robot arm x d is assumed to be generated by the following systemẋ
where F (·) is a function given by the designer. It can be either linear or nonlinear but known to the robot. Then, we consider the augmented statez = [z T , x T d ] T . By combining Eqs. (18) and (20), we have the augmented systeṁ
wherē
Then, the cost functional (12) can be rewritten as
It is easy to verify that Q ≥ 0.
Now we arrive at the statement of control objective, which is to design u to minimize the cost functional (23) by considering the system dynamics (21) . It is clear thatĀ(z),B(z) and D(z) are usually unknown or uncertain because unknown and uncertain human and robot dynamics are involved. Therefore, we will design a reinforcement learning control method in the remainder of this paper, in order to cope with this issue.
D. Preliminary: Function Approximation
Function approximation will be needed in the control design, and it has been extensively studied in the literature [32] . Among these existing approaches, we employ radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) in this paper, which has been widely used to estimate nonlinear functions due to its capabilities in function approximation. It has been shown that RBFNN is able to estimate any continuous function h(Z) : R p → R y over a compact set Ω Z ⊂ R p to any arbitrary accuracy [33] , i.e.,
where the input vector Z ∈ Ω ⊂ R p , W ∈ R l×y is the ideal constant weight and l is the number of nodes which is greater than 1, and is the approximation error.
can be a Gaussian function as below
is the center of receptive field, and η i is the width of the Gaussian function.
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
A. Control Design
The control design follows the design of a typical reinforcement learning control, which includes two parts: critic and actor. In particular, a critic network is developed to evaluate the action result, while an actor network is developed to generate an action to minimize a predefined cost functional. They are detailed in the following two subsections, respectively. 1) Critic Network: Denote the value function associated with the cost functional Π in (23) as
which is the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobian-Bellman (HJB) equation:
where ∇Γ = ∂Γ ∂z . Since it is difficult to obtain Γ by solving the above equation, we introduce a critic network to approximate it, i.e.,
where denotations follow the definition of NN in Section II-D and c stands for critic. In particular, W c is the ideal constant weight of the critic network, S c (z) the activation function, and c the approximation error. From the definition (27), the estimation error of the cost-to-go function is [31] :
where ∇S c = ∂Sc ∂z . Define an error function as below
Then, the update law of the critic network can be designed aṡ
where σ c > 0 is the learning rate for the critic network. Considering Eq. (30), we havė
However, since unknown dynamicsż (more exactly,ż in Eq. (21)) are involved in the above update law, we need to develop an identifier to estimate them [34] . In particular, we rewrite Eq. (21) in the form of NN approximation as beloẇ
where id stands for identification. Then,ż can be approximated byż
wherez =ẑ − z and K id > 0. Similarly, denotations of the NN approximation follow those in Section II-D. Denote W id,i andŴ id,i as the ith columns of W id andŴ id , respectively, and z i ,ẑ i , andz i the ith components of z,ẑ, and z, respectively, i = 1, 2, . . . , 3n. Then, the update law ofŴ id is given asẆ
Then, the update law of the critic network becomeṡ
Remark 2: Instead of a system identifier, integral reinforcement learning (IRL) in [34] can be also employed to avoid the requirement of the knowledge of the system dynamics, which has been extended for the optimal tracking control problem of continuous-time nonlinear systems in [35] .
2) Actor Network: Now, we introduce an actor network to obtain the control input. Define the tracking error
and consider a Lyapunov function candidate
The derivative of V 1 with respect to time iṡ
where K 1 is a positive definite matrix. Then, definė
The derivative of V 1 becomeṡ
Considering the definition of e v and Eq. (17), we havė
Consider another Lyapunov function candidate
The derivative of V 2 with respect to time iṡ
Applying Property 1, we havė
We employ an actor network to estimate the desired control
where K 2 is a positive definite matrix, d stands for desired, a stands for actor, and
The actual control with the estimated weight is thus given by
Considering Eqs. (43) and (47), we havė
whereW a =Ŵ a − W a . The objective of the update law is to make the estimation error of the actor network and value function converge, so we define
whereW a,i is the ith column ofW a for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and k Γ is a positive constant. Therefore, the update law can be designed based on gradient descent, i.e.,
where σ a > 0 is the learning rate for the actor network. However, sinceW a,i is unknown, the following update law is developedẆ
Remark 3: The proposed control (50) is a synchronized reinforcement learning control in the sense that its weightŴ a is updated in (54) simultaneously with the weight of the critic networkŴ c updated in (38) , without the requirement of the knowledge of the system dynamics. 
B. Stability Analysis
and c i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 will be defined in the following proof. Moreover, the following conditions must be fulfilled:
Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function candidate as below
Considering Eqs. (36) and (57), we havė
Thus, we obtain
Substituting Eq. (61) into Eq. (59), we obtaiṅ
Substituting Eq. (57) to Ineq. (62), we havė 
where c i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are positive constants. Furthermore, we obtain
The derivative of V a with respect to time iṡ
Considering (43), (47), (63), (66) and (67), we obtaiṅ 
Therefore, for t > t 0 (t 0 is a certain time),
Considering the update laws (38) and (54), we havė
According to Technical Lemma 1 in [37] and Assumption 1, we have
and b S > 0, and ψ c and ψ a are the state transition matrices of (71) and (72), respectively. Note that we use a fact that the unit matrices I lc and I la satisfy the PE condition. Integrating both sides of Ineq. (70) from t to t + T , we have b Λ W c 2 ≤ bT and b S W a 2 ≤ bT , which completes the proof. 2
Remark 4: In [38] , [24] , an actor network in the form of u = − 1 2 R −1BT (z)Γz is developed to ensure convergence to the optimal control. In this paper, we develop an actor network as in Eq. (50) with Eq. (54). According to Theorem 1,Ẇ a,i in Eq. (54) can be very small andŴ a,i can be very near to W a,i under the proposed actor network. By choosing a large enough k Γ , the approximated value functionΓ can be also very small, although the optimal solution is not achieved. The same technique can be found in [39] . However, selection of a large k Γ results in a large bound b which may cause instability. In this regard, it needs to be properly chosen to achieve a good balance between control performance and stability.
Remark 5: In the literature, many methods are proposed to address the exploration issue in reinforcement learning, such as state resetting and covariance resetting [40] . Among them, injection of an exploration noise into the control input is employed in above stability analysis to satisfy the persistent excitation condition as efficient exploration, similarly as in [34] , [35] . It is generally nontrivial to choose the exploration noise and there is a dilemma between the efficient exploration and the satisfactory control performance [41] . In the human-inthe-loop system under study in this paper, an improper choice of the exploration noise may even cause disturbance to the human. Therefore, a good balance between the exploration and exploitation should be found through trial and error.
IV. SIMULATION
The simulation scenario is sketched in Fig. 1 , where a human hand holds the end-effector of a planar robot arm with two revolute joints. A desired trajectory is prescribed for the robot arm and there are human's areas of interest which may or may not include the desired trajectory of the robot arm. In this case, human will move the robot arm to these areas with equilibrium positions of his/her arm, which are illustrated by pentagrams. In this scenario, different portions of human and robot controls are required due to different distances between the desired trajectory of the robot arm and human's area of interest: if human's area of interest is near to the desired trajectory of the robot arm, a small (large) portion of human (robot) control is needed, and vice versa. This is different from the model where either the human or robot takes full control in a switching manner, which is undesirable because full human control unnecessarily requires more human effort. 
The equilibrium position of the human arm is x H = [0 0] T . The initial position of the robot arm in the joint space is
The NN parameters are: l c = l a = l id = 10, µ c,ij = µ a,ij = µ id,ij = −1 + 0.2i, η c,i = 15, η a,i = 10, and η id,i = 100 for i = 1, 2, . . . , l c and j = 1, j = 1, 2, or j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
The initial values are:Ŵ c (0) = 0 10 ,Ŵ a (0) = 0 10×2 , and W id (0) = 0 10×6 . The learning rates in the update laws (36), (38) and (54) are: σ c = σ a = σ id = 10, and the control parameters K 1 = I 2 , K 2 = 600I 2 , k Γ = 3.5, and K id = 10I 4 . A sweeping frequency signal 0.01 10 =1 sin( t) is added into u to satisfy the condition of persistent excitation. This signal is small enough to not cause any disturbance to the human as it is smaller than the physiological tremor level.
A. Reinforcement Learning: Different Robots and Humans
To show the versatility of the proposed reinforcement learning control, we consider two different robot models and two human models, named Robot 1, Robot 2, Human 1 and Human 2. The parameters of Robot 1 are given as: m i = 10.00kg, l i = 0.30m, and I zi = 0.225kgm 2 , where m i , l i , and I zi , i = 1, 2, represent the mass, the length, and the moment of inertia about the z-axis that comes out of the page passing through the center of mass, respectively. For Robot 2, m i = 20.00kg and other parameters are the same to those of Robot 1. The impedance parameters C H and K H of Human 1 are determined from [42] : As discussed in Remark 1, different values of Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , and R can be chosen to penalize control objectives of human and robot. In the first case, we set Q 1 = 100I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = 0.001I 2 , and R = 0.001I 2 which indicate that robot's objective is more anticipated (Q 1 = 100I 2 and Q 3 = 0.001I 2 ).
The tracking performance for different combinations of robot and human models is illustrated in Figure 2 . It is seen that although different models are adopted, the actual trajectory tracks the desired trajectory of the robot arm under the same control. This illustrates the learning capability of the proposed method. Norms of approximated critic and actor weights and approximated value functions in this case are shown in Fig. 3 , which converge to different values for different combinations. Identification errors and control errors are shown to converge to small constants in Fig. 3 .
In the second case, we set Q 1 = I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = I 2 , and R = 0.05I 2 which indicates that human's objective is more anticipated compared to the first case (Q 1 = I 2 and Q 3 = I 2 ). Tracking and approximation performances are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. From Fig. 4 , we find that due to the effect of human control, the actual trajectory of robot arm drifts away from the desired one. For different combinations of robot and human models, effects of human control are different, but the convergence of the learning is always guaranteed, as shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Comparison: Three Cases
To further show that control objectives of both human and robot can be reflected by choosing different values of Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , and R in Eq. (23), we consider the following criterion: if the human force f is larger than a threshold (0.1N in this simulation), it indicates that human wants to lead the task so Q 1 = I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = I 2 , and R = 0.005I 2 ; otherwise, Q 1 = 100I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = 0.001I 2 , and R = 0.0005I 2 . Note that designing this criterion is taskdependent, while other options can be considered according to specific task objectives. We refer to the method based on the above criterion as "adaptive". For comparison, we consider another two cases with fixed weights:
• "human leading" with Q 1 = I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = I 2 , and R = 0.005I 2 ; and • "robot leading" with Q 1 = 100I 2 , Q 2 = 0.01I 2 , Q 3 = 0.001I 2 , and R = 0.0005I 2 .
Different from the simulation in the previous subsection, the human intervention period is from t 1 = 50 3 s to t 2 = 100 3 s, i.e., f = [0 0] T for t < t 1 and t > t 2 . Besides, models of Robot 1 and Human 1 are used in this simulation.
Actual trajectories of robot arm for three cases are shown in Fig. 6 . Three phases are divided by t = t 1 and t = t 2 . At the beginning of "adaptive" case, the actual trajectory tracks the desired trajectory of the robot arm after the learning period. When the human force is applied after t = t 1 , the actual trajectory drifts away from the desired trajectory. When the human force disappears after t = t 2 , the actual trajectory re-tracks the desired trajectory. These results are coherent with expectations. When human does not apply a force to the robot arm, Q 1 is given a relatively large value and Q 3 a small one, so robot's objective of trajectory tracking is more anticipated. When human applies a force larger than the prescribed threshold, he/she wants to lead the task, and Q 1 is given a relatively smaller value and Q 3 a larger one. As a result, the actual trajectory of the robot arm drifts away from the desired trajectory of the robot arm and to the equilibrium position of the human arm.
For "human leading" case, although the performance in the second phase is similar to that for "adaptive" case, the desired performance of trajectory tracking cannot be guaranteed in the other two phases.
Comparatively, for "robot leading" case, the desired performance of trajectory tracking is guaranteed in the first and third phases, but the robot arm cannot be moved to human's areas of interest. Results of tracking errors in the upper subfigure of Fig. 7 further confirm above discussions.
From the below subfigure of Fig. 7 , we also find that a larger force will be resulted for "robot leading" case compared to the other two cases.
These results indicate that for either "human leading" or "robot leading" case, the following expected performance cannot be simultaneously achieved: a small tracking error when there is no human intervention and a small interaction force when there is human intervention. It can be only achieved for "adaptive" case. This "adaptive" case becomes feasible to realize with the proposed framework, where the weights in the novel cost functional can be modulated according to various situations and reinforcement learning guarantees the cost functional is minimized.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A framework of shared control via physical interaction has been designed in this work, with control objectives of both human and robot taken into consideration in a defined cost functional. Reinforcement learning has been employed to develop a control to minimize this cost functional in presence of unknown human and robot dynamics. Simulation results have been presented to show the learning capability of the proposed method and its feasibility in handling various situations.
One direction of our future works will be on specifying the defined cost functional according to the task requirements. Another direction will be on implementation of the proposed Fig. 7 . Norms of tracking errors (upper) and interaction forces (below) for 1) "adaptive" case, 2) "human leading" case, and 3) "robot leading" case. t 1 and t 2 are the start time and end time of human intervention, respectively. framework on physical robots. Finally, human behaviours may not be completely described by the model (6), so how they will affect the performance of the proposed method will be studied in a real-world application.
